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Behavior Driven Governance
Enable your
					organization to efficiently enforce the principle of least privilege with
					Behavior Driven Governance. It easily addresses underutilized resources by
					reducing vulnerabilities, recertification fatigue and licensing costs, and
					assists administrators with notifications and actions regarding unused
					entitlements.
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Cyber Insurance
Level up your identity security and satisfy the demands of your cyber insurance coverage.
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Privileged access governance
Close the gap
					between privileged access and standard user identities across the
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Fortify your
					defenses with strong and adaptive authentication, preventing unauthorized
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Enhance log management
Reliably collect,
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Support digital transformation
Take
					measured steps to ensure digital transformation initiatives stay in line
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Drive operational efficiencies
Streamline
					process, reduce errors and minimize complexity associated with managing
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Why One Identity solutions?

Identity security is critical to protecting your organization moving forward. As the security perimeter dissolves, the function of on-prem infrastructure is moved to the cloud, and traditional work practices are replaced with remote access and home offices, securing accounts and identities becomes paramount to safe business operations.
In a recent One Identity survey, we found that a majority of large enterprises manage more than 25 different silos of access-permissions data – and 1-in-5 manage over 100 different systems.
All this leads to identity sprawl, which creates a tremendous cybersecurity exposure gap for organizations.
How do you consolidate it and simplify management of all these systems and user access to them? With a unified identity security platform. Our modular and integrated solutions build this platform. You can start anywhere and build from there. So, determine what is your most pressing identity security issue and start there. One Identity solutions can help bolster your organizational security and cyber resilience.















Industries




Financial Services
Let One Identity help you ensure
								only the
								right access to systems and data, better manage risks, and comply with
								the regulatory mandates that govern the financial marketplace.



				
					

Government
See how One Identity solutions turn
								security into an enabler of government processes to satisfy regulatory
								requirements, surpass operational efficiency goals and improve service
								delivery to the public.



				
					

Higher Education
One Identity solutions can help to
								ensure
								a first-class student (and staff) experience regardless of how diverse
								or extensive your user base.



				
					

Healthcare
With One Identity solutions,
								healthcare
								providers can enhance security while maintaining a superior level of
								service, meet regulatory demands (such as HIPAA) and demonstrate
								compliance.



				
					

Retail
See how One Identity helps you to
								secure
								customer and corporate data, and ensure that users can easily and
								securely access the systems and information they need.
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Customer success


One Identity solutions eliminate the complexities and time-consuming processes often required to govern identities, administer accounts and access, and manage and secure privileged accounts. With our solutions, you can enhance your organization’s agility while you address identity management challenges in on-premises, cloud and hybrid environments.



    View all customer stories




















Integrations and support













Integrations


Expand your identity security and capabilities to popular and deployed cloud and SaaS apps and platforms.









Support


Enhance performance, fix issues and secure your identity infrastructure.
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